Pairing of ZW gonosomes and the localized recombination nodule in two Z-autosome translocations in Gallus domesticus.
Electron microscopic observations of synaptonemal complexes of oocytes from chickens heterozygous for two Z-autosome translocations have been used to identify and study the pairing region of the Z and W chromosomes. The two translocations, MN t(Z;1) and t(OH 10), have breakpoints in opposite arms of the Z, and the arm having the breakpoint of MN t(Z;1) is marked by the terminal C+ band. In both translocations the short arm of the W was specifically paired with the euchromatic short arm of the Z. In MN t(Z;1) only open quadrivalents (74%) and trivalents plus W univalents (26%) were observed, whereas t(OH 10) exhibited, in addition to the prevalent quadrivalents (62%), III + I (19%) and II + II (19%) configurations. The extent of W pairing was slightly decreased in MN t(Z;1) (68.4% of the W chromosomes paired) and considerably decreased in t(OH 10) (25.3% of the W chromosomes paired). Nonhomologous synapsis occurred regularly at the quadrivalent crosspoint in MN t(Z;1) and also in bivalents from t(OH 10). The recombination nodule normally located in the terminus of the pairing region in normal ZW pairs is present in both translocations without any alteration of its frequency or its strict terminal position. Based on these data and previous observations (Rahn and Solari, 1986), it is proposed that an obligatory recombination event occurs at a locus between 0.7 microns and 0.15 microns of the paired ZW telomeres, establishing a recombinational region and a pseudoautosomal region which determine partial sex-linkage and no sex-linkage, respectively. Most of the pairing region of the ZW pair is nonhomologously paired.